
 

 

 

 

 

 

Haneda Airport Tops CIRIUM 2022 Global On-Time Performance review 

for the second year in a row 

Haneda Airport (*1) was ranked 1st for on-time departures by the British company,  

CIRIUM (*2), making it the most on-time Global (*3) airport 2022 in THE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE 

review for the second year in a row.  

(90.33% on-time departures by 373,264 flights on 97 routes.) 

This award was made possible by the contribution of each Haneda Airport customer to ensure on-

time flight operations, as well as the teamwork of the airlines, Tokyo Civil Aviation Bureau, and all 

other airport stakeholders. All of us throughout Haneda Airport will continue working to offer the 

ultimate in comfort, convenience and functionality in our facilities and services in the domestic and 

international passenger terminals.  

 

(*1) At Haneda Airport, Domestic Passenger Terminals 1 and 2 are owned, managed and operated by Japan Airport Terminal 

Co., Ltd. while Terminal 3 is owned, managed and operated by Tokyo International Air Terminal Corporation.  

(*2) CIRIUM is an aviation data and analytics company.  

(*3) CIRIUM released the 2022 ON-TIME PERFORMANCE review as the global standard for airline and airport performance 

(airlines are assessed by on-time arrival while airports are assessed by on-time departure). Data for each airport is 

categorized into "Large", "Medium" and "Small" based on the number of arriving and departing flights. Departures 

within 15 minutes of schedule are defined as "on-time". At each airport, the data for actual arrivals and departures for 

the month is at least 80% of the scheduled flights. Ïn the "Large" category, the top 10% airports in terms of the number 

of flights which serve airlines flying to three regions such as Asia, Europe and North America come under the "Global" 

division with the largest number of arrivals and departures.  

 

Refer to CIRIUM's "THE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE REVIEW 2022" at:  

 https://resources.cirium.com/2022_monthly_airline_airport_on_time_performance_report  
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Japan Airport Terminal Co., Ltd. 

Tokyo International Air Terminal Corporation 

 

For inquiries, please contact: 

PR and Branding Strategy Office, Japan Airport Terminal Co., Ltd. on 03-5757-8030 between 9:00AM and 5:30PM 

(excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays) 

PR, Tokyo International Air Terminal Corporation on 03-6428-5901 between 9:00AM and 5:30PM  

(excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays)  

 


